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1) Fundamentals of law as a scientific discipline: the need for study, object, subject and method. 

State and law: their role in society 

2) Theories of the origin of the state and the form of government. 

3) Origin and theory of law. 

4) The concept and functions of law. Branches of law. 

5) Rule of law: concept, structure, types of rules of law. Regulations. 

6) The main legal systems of modern times 

7) Sources of Russian law. Law and by-laws 

8) State and society. The concept and features of the state. 

9) Civil society and the rule of law 

10) Legal relations: content and structure 

11) The Constitution of the Russian Federation is the fundamental law of the state 

12) Constitutional foundations of the legal status of the individual in the Russian Federation 

13) National-state structure. 

14) Civil law and the concept of civil legal relationship 

15)Legal capacity, legal capacity in civil law 

16) Subjects of civil law: types, characteristics 

17) Legal entity in civil law: concept, types. 



 

18) Transactions: concept and types 

19) Ownership 

20) Intellectual property 

21) Protection of honor, dignity and business reputation in civil law 

22) Obligations in civil law and responsibility for their violation. Contracts. 

23)inheritance law 

24)Principles of family law and family legal relations 

25) Marriage: the concept, rights and obligations of spouses 

26) Legal regime of property of spouses 

27) Marriage contract: purpose, conditions and principles of conclusion 

28) Mutual rights and obligations of parents and children 

29) Material obligations of parents and children. Alimony obligations. 

30) Ensuring the rights of children left without parental care 

31) Labor relations: concept, subjects, rights and obligations of subjects. 

32) Employment contract (contract) 

33) Working time and rest time: concept, types, duration according to the Labor Code of the 

Russian Federation. Salary. 

34) Labor discipline and responsibility for its violation. Labor protection according to the Labor 

Code of the Russian Federation 

35) The concept and types of liability in labor law. 

36) Administrative law: subject, method, system. 

37)тadministrative offenses. Types of administrative offenses. 

38) Administrative responsibility. Types of administrative penalties. 

39) Criminal liability and corpus delicti 

40) The concept of guilt in criminal law 

41) Punishment: concept, goals, types. 

42) Assignment of punishments and release from punishments. criminal record 

43) Environmental Law: Purpose and Objects of Legal Protection 



 

44) Environmental offense and environmental crime: concept and responsibility 

45) Entrepreneurial and investment law: purpose and principles. 

46) Tax law and liability for violation of tax laws. 

47) Features of legal regulation of future professional activity (engineering). 

      


